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Opposition in the Spanish Parliament accused Rajoy to live out to the reality
Debate of General Policy

Madrid, 24.02.2015, 18:08 Time

USPA NEWS - The leader of the opposition in the Spanish Parliament, the socialist Pedro Sanchez, Tuesday accused the prime
minister, Mariano Rajoy, to live with her back to the reality of Spain and contested the claims of the chief executive in relation to the
output of the crisis.

For the Socialist leader, the legislature that ends this year was that of "massive destruction" of the welfare state in Spain. In his
opinion, the government has taken rights and freedoms to the Spaniards, and lied to proclaim the end of the crisis and the absence of
rescue. "Yes there were rescue, black men and troika", reminded to Rajoy, "with only one goal: to save the soldier Rato". Former IMF
managing director is indicted for his alleged mismanagement in front of Bankia, the entity that received the largest bank bailout in
Spain. 

According to the leader of the PSOE, regeneration in Spain only come "from the hand of democratic retirement of Prime Minister".
Accusing Rajoy of complacency, he protested his detachment from reality. "What do you know Spanish?", he asked, adding: "What
Mr. Rajoy frequents coffees? Who do you speak?". He recalled that under his leadership "drugs have risen by 52%" or water bill "16%"
and warned that "the recovery should be fairly or not be". The second session of the debate is dedicated to the interventions of the
spokespersons of the opposition, in order of bigger than minor representation in the Congress.
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